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There are few people who are blinded by the Jewish flashes of filth, and many few have lost their
faith. This is a symptom of those who do not keep themselves close to the light and they are just
gas-lighted by blinding circumstances.
The facts we see by our 'very eyes', can be deceiving. Largely deceiving. Memorize and remember
who controls the press, who controls public 'opinion', and who audits it to transfer these 'messages'
to us. You guessed it right, our enemies do that. And their messages are a projection and extension
of their control. Therefore one has to learn to deny what one sees, and also go by other and higher
senses and understandings. If you open your TV, you will see defeat, propaganda, race mixing, and
they will keep showing you messages of terror to get your heart to bend completely and possibly
shatter as a result. This is why they are incessant in this tactic, which is their major weapon.
To restore one's faith in full, one must think and know of three things. The first thing is that we have
survived the Jewish assaults for endless centuries. When we say endless, we mean more than 50 to
60 only on recorded history alone. We have left back civilizations, regrouped, we have suffered, and
we have rose in impossible circumstances, reconquering. Our enemy has went almost extinct in this
process, many times over.
The Middle Ages were the most impossible circumstance of them having seemingly unending and
total authority over everything and anything, but the Satanic Spirit still rose and defeated the enemy,
after staggering wars of 17 centuries. These wars were not done by Tom the Christian Cattle in a
random village, they were waged by individuals who stood in the shadows or stepped in the front in
clever manners to topple the Jewish slave authorities. It took a lot of time, a lot of suffering, but it
happened.
The second thing one has to remember, is that we have millions of allies. Our Gods are advanced
ETs from other systems. We may be having problems here, but the enemy is largely flattened in
other places. The enemy's bragging and false stories do not mean a thing, nor logic does mean a
thing, simply because, one's 'logic' is largely flawed by the wrong information passed down by the
enemy. As such many people have quit and they have felt lost. But why? Because we have lost? Far
from it - they have just collapsed by the mind warfare of the enemy, and they have lost, in their
mind. Still the most developed and most powerful countries are dependent on us.
Not more than 80 years ago, we have been owning our whole world. This process escalated quickly
and beyond the majority of enemy control. Gentiles have built this century like Tesla, Hitler, Henry
Ford and many others. One must also remember Jews almost got their empire flattened last century
completely. Only now they are raving of their so called 'victory'. Then they had them running like
rats all over the place. And this came virtually out of 'nowhere'.
The enemy is at the height of their danger of exposing them, the peak of peaks from where they will
fall. They have took down our empires, and we will take down their silly and worthless empire,
reinstating the Golden Age in contrast to their Jewish modern Middle Ages. Chances are, every

Gentile home and every Gentile family, has a person that knows the Jewish works and as such hates
them.
We have the future. The past largely belongs to them, but the future belongs to us. We are not bound
by their pedantic hoaxes and their mind games. People once beaten down beyond repair, are now
moving towards the powerful light of Satan. It's only a matter of time.
The third thing we have to remember, is that there is no time, nor a need for disbelief. We are
fighting heroically, because we know what is right, and because we know the depth of the crimes of
our enemies. To live in such a world of our enemies would only make us eternal slaves, and to live
in denial would mean a certain extinction to us and everyone else. We cannot go against our Souls,
superior in choice rather than our simple logic.
Many idiotic people have the logic of the coward and they believe that everything will be alright if
they simply just cower in the sight of the enemy. Christians are the most obvious category here.
Little do they know their souls will probably not even exist in the future as a result. But they will
also not exist in the upcoming decades if their race goes extinct. So their cowardice is doing exactly
what they are trying to avoid. It kills them in the most direct manner.
Those who posses A Satanic Soul and try to rebuke it, will only be met with disaster, stagnation and
failure, as this is war of Souls, and the enemy looks at the soul, rather your behaviour. There is
nothing you can do to change their stance, and lowering your head will not give you any mercy, let
alone any profits. To live as a slave is worthless in itself, and the enemy hates you. Not because you
have done or not have done something, but because they look at people as a mass, as 'generations',
rather than individuals. Therefore the Good Goyim doesn't live either, it will be killed in the same
manner as the evil Goyim.
Therefore we only have one choice - to have to give our hands to our Gods to lift us up, and this is
our only and one set way to go - as surrendering to our enemies is certainly death, humiliation, and
destruction.
Fighting the enemy is certain life, victory and freedom. There is no reason to take the wrong choice
here...
Every great thing begins in darkness, and right now the darkness is on it's height, but we are
fighting against it and will ultimately bring it down. Have Faith in the Gods, but not only blind
faith, but thrive in the living knowledge they have given us. When you fill yourself in this
conviction, you will see the light of Lucifer coming through this endless night, and you will know
that everything we did is, was, and will forever be worth it.
Change and revolution never comes from the large mass. The large masses are slow, and cowardly.
However change and revolution comes from Individuals who bond in a unity.
As we are right now, we are enough. If every hand takes a torch today, as others have done before,
we will add to the fire of the worldwide revolution that will burn the dross and bring the Golden
Age. Everyday, we are getting there.

Dispel your disbelief in Power, in Knowledge, and in Faith.
HAIL SATAN!!
HAIL THE GODS!!!
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